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Summary

Summary
On this page you will find, in RED, a brief summary of any CRITICAL concerns of the inspection, as they relate to Safety and Function. Examples
would be bare electrical wires, or active drain leaks. The complete list of items noted is found throughout the body of the report, including Normal
Maintenance items. Be sure to read your entire report! For your safety and liability, we recommend that you hire only licensed contractors when having
any work done. If the living area has been remodeled or part of an addition, we recommend that you verify the permit and certificate of occupancy. This
is important because our inspection does not tacitly approve, endorse, or guarantee the integrity of any work that was done without a permit, and latent
defects could exist. Depending upon your needs and those who will be on this property, items listed in the body of the report may also be a concern for
you; be sure to read your Inspection Report in its entirety. Note: If there are no comments in RED below, there were no CRITICAL system or safety
concerns with this property at the time of inspection.

SEWER SCOPE/DRAIN CAMERA INSPECTION
Page 8 Item: 2
Condition
• A belly/low point that was holding water and debris was
visible in the main sewer line/pipe at approximately 13 to 26
feet from the access point - the main sewer line/pipe should
be hydro-jetted and repaired as needed and re-inspected
with a camera before the inspection objection deadline
• Heavy rust/scale was visible in the cast iron portion of the
main sewer line/pipe - the main sewer line/pipe should be
cleaned of scale/hydro-jetted and re-inspected with a camera
for damage and repaired or replaced as needed before the
inspection objection deadline
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OVERVIEW
1. Type of Structure - Structure's Orientation - Occupancy - Modifications
• SEWER INSPECTION: The Inspector inserted a sewer camera into the drainage system of the
property. This inspection will reveal the condition of the property's sewer drainage system
• Single Family Residence
• All Utilities were ON for this inspection
• The property was OCCUPIED at the time of the inspection. Personal items throughout the
structure prevented access and/or view to some areas. Personal property, furniture, and moving
boxes were not moved, and prevented a complete inspection and limited visible access to some
areas (this applies to all areas inside and outside the property inspected). In this case, the
Inspector disclaims the identification of any defects that may exist in the occupied areas due to lack
of access/visibility
• There was evidence of major remodeling present - the Inspector recommends you to check all
building permits for all areas of the property to ensure that all remodeled areas were completed
properly to city/county code
2. Attendance
• The Buyer's Agent and Seller’s Agent were present during the inspection
• A Termite Inspector was present during the inspection and was performing the termite inspection see the additional report and/or notes provided by this contractor regarding wood at this structure
• A Home Inspector was present during the inspection and was performing the general inspection see the additional report and/or notes provided by this contractor regarding the condition of the
property at this structure
3. Notes
• The General Home Inspection is based on the InterNACHI Standards of Practice (SOPs)
followed by the Inspector. The SOPs are minimum guidelines that determine what an inspector
must and need not inspect and report on. The Inspector is free to exceed these guidelines at his
discretion; however, comments on systems, components, or conditions that exceed the scope of
the General Home Inspection are not meant to imply that the scope of the inspection is expanded
to include all systems, components, or conditions, the inspection of which lies beyond the scope of
the General Home Inspection. Additional defects that lie beyond the scope of the General Home
Inspection may exist in the home and may not be identified by the Inspector
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SEWER SCOPE/DRAIN CAMERA INSPECTION
1. Orientation and Objective
• The purpose of a sewer drain scope inspection is to determine the condition of the property's
sewer line from the point accessed to the city main sewer line, and to determine if the system is
functioning as designed. This inspection usually does NOT include sewer lines that run under the
home, but only those that run from the cleanout (or access point) to the main city connection, if
reachable.
Sewer drain scope inspections have become a standard component of the pre-purchase
inspection. A standard drain scope inspection for a single family residence takes approximately 30
minutes to one hour to complete (time may vary and is based on accessibility to the sewer cleanout
location). Lack of a proper cleanout access WILL prevent a complete inspection. Some areas
may only be accessible from a roof plumbing vent; however, these inspections are VERY limited,
and the camera may not be able to pass some turns within the sewer line piping due to tight turns.
The Inspector will insert a mini video camera into the sewer line through the sewer cleanout (or
sometimes a roof plumbing vent pipe). The cleanout may be located in the basement, crawlspace,
or outside where the sewer line exits the home. If no obstructions are encountered, we will inspect
the drain from the cleanout to the city main (if the main is reachable with the camera length
limitations (140 feet)). If problems with the line are found, we will provide you with an approximate
distance to the trouble area from the cleanout/camera entrance point, and this may be aided by a
sonde (camera locator) pinpoint location on the ground.
Common sewer drain problems are: root intrusion, holes, pooling, standing water, cracks, clogging,
and pipe separation. A functioning sewer drain may have problems that do not affect the
performance of the drain at the time of the inspection; however, these problems may cause a future
sewer backup leading to an unexpected emergency line repair or replacement.
When the inspection is complete, if present, you will be verbally informed as to the condition of the
sewer drain, based on the Inspector's opinion of what he viewed at that time. This verbal
information may change upon the Inspector's review of the camera video prior to filing the final
report, so please read your final report AND watch the full video for full disclosure. Your Inspector
will send out a final report within 24 from the time of the original inspection (if you do not receive
your report, please contact us by phone at (714) 343-3207 so that we may re-send it to you). Still
photographs may be included, and a link to view the video will be provided in your final report.
Upon receiving the report, we kindly ask you to view the report, watch the ENTIRE sewer drain
video, and contact your Inspector with any questions, PRIOR to the release of contingencies. If
any problems are found in the sewer drain, we recommend that you contact a licensed plumber
immediately for further evaluation or repair.
Disclaimer: This is not a pass or fail inspection. This inspection does not cover plumbing or other
building code violations. The Inspector cannot predict future problems or issues with the drainage
system. If you view something in the video that you feel the inspector did not properly disclose on
the written report, you ARE expected to contact your Inspector to discuss the condition and have
the Inspector update the report as needed. Conditions can and often do change after the
inspection; root intrusion, breakage, cracks, etc. can occur at any time without any previous signs
during the inspection. The Inspector is not responsible for damage found or damage occurring
during the inspection. The hiring party is expected to have proper insurances or approvals for this
inspection by the existing homeowner.
A drain camera inspection is intended to reduce risk; however, it cannot eliminate all risk. The
Client acknowledges that the Inspector will not observe every square inch of the sewer system and
that the Inspector could fail to see or note a defect, and that defects may exist that cannot be
detected by visual inspection only. The Client agrees that the inspection and report in no way
lessen the risk or likelihood of repairs or replacements being needed at any time in the future.
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2. Condition
General Information:
• Equipment used: Forbest 3188DNDT-130-MC, 130-foot Self-Leveling Sewer Camera
• Inspection performed by a Certified Master Inspector
• Drain line materials (sometimes difficult to tell with older pipes): Cast Iron and Clay
• Clean out location:
• Clean out size: 2"
• Approximate final length/distance reached during this inspection: 92'
• ***Please click on the following link (in blue) to view your sewer inspection video: CLICK HERE
FOR VIDEO; deficiencies in any particular component will be noted below
Observations:
• Debris was observed in the sewer line - the Inspector recommends cleaning the line for proper
and optimal flow
• Only one cleanout was found. Generally-accepted modern standards require a cleanout to be
installed a minimum of every 100 feet of straight, horizontal run. The Inspector recommends
correction by a qualified plumbing contractor.
• The Inspector observed rats in the sewer during a sewer inspection - recommend contacting a
qualified pest control contractor to discuss options and costs for ridding the structure of rodents and
securing it from further rodent entry
• A belly/low point that was holding water and debris was visible in the main sewer line/pipe at
approximately 13 to 26 feet from the access point - the main sewer line/pipe should be hydro-jetted
and repaired as needed and re-inspected with a camera before the inspection objection deadline
• Heavy rust/scale was visible in the cast iron portion of the main sewer line/pipe - the main sewer
line/pipe should be cleaned of scale/hydro-jetted and re-inspected with a camera for damage and
repaired or replaced as needed before the inspection objection deadline

See next picture

Cleanout Location

Termination point

Termination depth

Low point begins at 13' and
ends at 26'

Heavily rusted
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Sewer rat
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